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System Security, Spring 2010 - Exercise 2

Exercise 1: Smart Cards

a) A smart card is a card that is in most cases made of plastics and that has an embedded
integrated circuit which is used to process data. There are quite a few ways to classify
the different types of available cards but often they are classified either by their
capabilities or how the communication between the card is working.

If the classification is based on the capabilities there are cards that contain non–volatile
memory only and cannot do any sophisticated data processing, those cards are also
called memory cards. The cards that do have further data processing capabilities and
volatile memory are the so called microprocessor cards.

Looking at the communication interface there are contact as well as contactless cards.
The contactless ones normally use RFID technology to communicate and therefore
have the required antenna embedded in the card, while the contact cards have contact
area that will touch the electrical connectors in the card reader.

Depending on the usage of the cards they contain a microprocessor or a dedicated
circuit, ROM or Flash to hold the program and immutable data, EEPROM to store
consumer specific data (e.g. account numbers or cryptographic keys), RAM registers
to hold data during computation and I/O circuitry.

The I/O circuitry is the only connection that is made available to the outside of the
card. A contact card have a power, reset, clock and a serial port connector.

b) i) A prepaid phone card could have the amount of credits that the customer still
has available stored on it. When the customer uses the card in the phone booth
the credits are reduced depending on the costs of the calls that were made.

To have a secure system it shouldn’t be possible to copy the card and tampering
with the counter that stores the amount of the remaining credits has to be
prevented. However since the value of those cards is relatively low it suffices to
reach a level where the cost of copying the card is more expensive than the credits
stored on the card.

ii) In an access system where the user has to insert his key card into a reader next to
the door and enter his PIN code the smart card just has to store an identification
number of the user. A centralised server can then check the PIN code as well as
the access privileges.

To prevent unauthorised access the copying of the card should be difficult and
it mustn’t be possible to “guess” a valid identity. Because the system does also
make use of the PIN code there is however an additional security scheme so that
an attacker will still not have access when he is in possession of a key card.
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iii) A digital identification card that is used for authentication of identity stores the
encrypted digital certificate issued from the public key infrastructure as well as
any other required information about the card holder. When the user wants to
authenticate himself to a system the card is inserted in the card reader.

Contrary to the key card the digital identification card has much higher security
requirements since the card is involved in the computation process of the digital
signatures. The private key that is used to generate signatures must not be
accessible from the outside or exported from the card. Therefore the private key
has to be generated directly on the card. To do so the smart card requires a RNG
with a high degree of apparent randomness. Since an advanced operating system
and algorithms have to be used on the card there are further points of attack that
attention should be paid to.

c) Skimming can be considered as a man-in-the-middle attack, where a smart card is being
copied or read out during a legitimate transaction. The customer or user therefore
does not know that the card he just used has been copied.

Sources: [1, 5, 7, 8]

Exercise 2: EEPROM

a) Normally the cryptographic keys are stored in an EEPROM, in a tamper proof
device this serves as a security mechanism. As soon as the (intrusion detection) sensors
(switches, temperature, light and so on) discover a manipulation attempt, the EEPROM
gets erased and the cryptographic key is consequently destroyed.

b) To erase the EEPROM quite a high voltage has to be used. The needed energy has
therefore to be stored in the device in the form of charged capacitors, batteries or
other means. The device has to be constructed such that it is very difficult to cut away
those power sources. But protection against a sophisticated attacker, who might have
nearly unlimited resources, is still practically impossible.

Sources: [2]

Exercise 3: Locking System

a) Since the proposed solution does transmit the cryptographic key which does not change,
anyone can eavesdrop and capture the key. The captured key can then be used in a
replay attack to lock / unlock the car.

b) Instead of sending every time the same key a rolling code should be used. The sent
key will thus only be valid once which prevents the replay attack. To do so a counter
and a pseudo random number generator have to be implemented in the sender and
receiver. The counter is increased every time the key button is used. The counter value
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will serve as the input to the PRNG so that an attacker won’t have any knowledge
about they used plaintext. The output of the PRNG then gets encrypted and sent
to the car. The counter in the car can be slightly below the key’s counter value (the
button of the key might have been pressed too far away) therefore the receiver in the
car will compute the next few possible values and compare them with the received
one. If they match the counter gets increased to the corresponding value and the door
gets locked / unlocked.

Sources: [4]

Exercise 4: Advanced Encryption Standard

a) AES is a block cipher, the plaintext has therefore to be padded so that it is possible
to cut it into blocks of the desired length. Each of those blocks get processed in the
following way: In a preliminary round each byte of the block is XOR-ed with the cipher
key. After the initial round there are a few additional rounds (the exact number of
rounds depends on the key and block length, e.g. 10 when AES-128 is used). Those
rounds consist of byte substitution, row shifting column mixing and XOR-ing with
the current round key. In the last round there’s no column mixing.

During the byte substitution each byte in the current block state gets substituted by
a corresponding value that is stored in the S-box. The S-box is designed such that
non-linearity is obtained in the cipher and is responsible for the “confusion”. The row
shifting, where each row is shifted by one byte further, mixes data within rows and
the column mixing, where the columns are transformed via field mathematics, mixes
data within columns. They both provide “diffusion”. The actual encryption is done in
the last step where the round key is XOR-ed with the current state.

In each round a new round key is used which is constructed using the key schedule,
which expands the main key into the used round keys.

b) i) The weak point in the design / implementation of AES is that to improve the
speed the algorithm relies heavily on the precomputed S–boxes which get stored
in the memory. Because of the timing variabilities, that occur when an array entry
is loaded and since the time to load such an entry on common general-purpose
CPUs depends on the entry’s index, the algorithm leaks side channel information,
that can be used to compute the cipher key.

ii) The attack works in the following way: To determine the key value at a specific
byte the attacker will first send all possible variants of inputs that have different
values at the corresponding byte position multiple times to the server that is
being attacked. For each variant of input he will then sum up the times that the
server required to produce the responses. Using those times the attacker finds out
which input value resulted in the maximum processing time. Carrying out similar
experiments, where the user knows the specific key value, on a computer that uses
the same AES implementation and CPU the attacker can now determine the key
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that produces the maximum processing time for the previously identified input
value.

If the attacker wants to find the key with a high certainty a huge amount of
packets has to be sent and encrypted by the server. In the theoretical version
in the paper by Daniel Bernstein around 222 400–byte packets would be sent to
the server with a specific value at the desired position. Since the value has 256
different possibilities and the key in AES–128 has 16 bytes this would result in
around 6.25 terabytes (16 · 256 · 222 · 400 bytes) that have to be sent to the server.
Considering further noise, delays in the network or other users using the server
there would even be more packets required to be able to retrieve the cipher key.
However when using the entire pattern of timings via correlations the amount of
needed packets can be significantly reduced since they do also contain information
about other positions of the key.

Sources: [6, 9, 10, 3]
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